I Choose
to End All War
in My Life . . .
There have been so many events of war over the years
and there has been a resounding need within me to
focus on what war looks like and to get some clarity
about my responsibilities for the greater good and the
healing of my world.
To that end, I resolve to end all war in my life. As I
think about this idea, I realize by ending all war in my
own personal life I can begin to release the fear. I can
begin to rebuild relationships, end conflict, eliminate
criticism and understand my own anger, thereby ending the hi-jacking of my own emotional and spiritual
well-being.
My clients have expressed concern that one’s
personal problems seem so petty compared to the
losses around the world. At one level this is certainly
true, however, at what point can I begin to make a
difference? I suggest we adopt the environmental slogan–
“Think Globally – Act Locally”.
The more I heal myself the more I heal the world.
As an emissary of light, I am excited to be part of
this global shift in consciousness – we are connected
collectively to the global suffering and can now begin
in our own lives to “Make a Difference” through the
healing power of love!
Open your heart to forgiveness and welcome new
levels of love and connection. Release the judgements
and hold yourself accountable for holding the light of
loving consciousness.
Today I…
Choose to end all war in my life
Release the need for criticism and judgements
Am willing to love and accept everyone
exactly as they are.
I Believe in the power of love.
And so it is.
Liz Robitaille is an internationally recognized Louise L. Hay
teacher and founder of Wisdom is Within Coaching. She can
be reached at liz@wisdomiswithin.com or visit her website
www.wisdomiswithin.com 250-757-9794
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